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Masinagudi is situated in the foot hills of Nilgiris which is just a few kilometers from Ooty. The town
is significant as it was the kingdom of Wayanad.  The green environment of Masinagudi is perfect
holiday destination or w weekend getaway for nearby dwellers. It is also a paradise for adventure
lovers as one can indulge into trekking and hiking. On your trip to Masinagudi you can view
elephants, Indian bison and many others can be sighted in the forest of Masinagudi to catch a
glimpse of wildlife in their natural habitat. You will be tempted to wake up early in the morning to
absorb to sublime freshness of this heavenly town. There are also other attractions close
Masinagudi which can be checked out by the tourists to make it a whole some experience for the
travllers.

Masinagudi is dotted with numerous hotels for the convenience of the travllers. Most of the
managed hotels are blessed with Fantastic views and facilities. Most of the hotels have bar, coffee
shop, internet facility, swimming pools etc. all the hotels are draped in natural splendor of sprawling
tea estates the place is heaven for nature lovers.  Masinagudi hotels offer the vacationerâ€™s perfect
destination to relax. These hotels provide excellent services to their guest to make their stay
comfortable where guests do receive all kinds of amenities. The various hotels offer all the type of
vacationer to book their type of resorts according to their budget. The entire Standard and the
budget hotels are scenic, situated alongside nature which offers peaceful settings which easily
attract the vacationers for their relaxed and peaceful vacation in lap of Mother Nature. The
Masinagudi hotels promises it vacationer not only get pleasure but also come around in the outlook
prospect as well. Guests can select from deluxe, standard and executive class of rooms as your
budget and choice of rooms. Here everything is different and exudes sub tile elegance and distinct
styling. Step into tastefully selected, well appointed rooms. You will be glad to know that most of
these hotels are in the close vicinity of the tourist spots and are easily accessible to all the travelers.
The efficient and bilingual staff of the hotels is on their toes to cater to all your needs.

So if you are planning a break from the hustle bustle of city life than opt for Masinagudi hotels as
they will offer comfortable stay in the midst of natural ambiance.
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